Creation Coaching
Earth, Water, Air, Fire and Spiritual all have ways to assist you in clearing out old
beliefs, emotions or energy you no longer need and then they teach you to direct
their force in the creation of your life.
This type of coaching works with you internally and externally and within one or
more realms, physical, mental, emotional, energetic, action and or spiritual.
Creational Coaching can assist you in taking aligned action to get projects into
form, doing the emotional clearing needed to bring in a relationship, finding your
creative expression, balancing your life, creating greater levels of abundance,
connecting to your life purpose and much more.
Get the one-on-one help you need to expand your capacity to create your life! A
Creation Coach Session can help you connect to your sacred essence and align your
dreams with the organic world in order to naturally bring your desires into form.
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Energy Clearing Session
30 Minute Session

90 Minute Session

Clearing old patterns and beliefs forms an essential part of personal and spiritual
growth. Sometimes you need assistance to see your own patterns clearly. In this
session, receive assistance to see move through your outdated patterns in the
physical, emotional, mental, action or spiritual realms and reclaim new found energy
for your creations. 30 Min $75.00
60 Min $150.00
Creation Session
30 Minute Session

90 Minute Session

Working creationally involves learning to hold a unified field with all the elemental
forces and consciously directing your energy. Discover through this coaching
session which elements need more assistance in your creational dance and increase
your skills bringing your dreams into grounded reality.
30 Min $75.00 90 Min $150.00
Soul To Soul Healing Journey With Dolores
90 Minute Session
This is a new Healing Session developed by Dolores to help "Transform You From
The Inside Out". Dolores starts out with a Creation Coach Session which will
guide you through some of your inner setbacks, blockages and trauma. Once this is
identified a Energy Clearing Session is done to clear old patterns and belief forms
an essential part of personal and spiritual growth. Sometimes you need assistance
to see your own patterns clearly. These sessions are now available and are truly one
of a kind! If you do not live in my area; I can also accommodate online sessions.
90 Minutes - $150.00
How we work in a Creation Coaching Session



Earth strengthens your ability to work with the physical realm
Water’s feeling guidance helps you magnetize your desires.
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Air assists in focusing and uplifting your intention for creation
Fire fuels the transformation of your dreams becoming your reality
The moon rhythmically boosts your creation each month.
The sun helps you align with the organic cycle of change.

Prices are subject to change; double check with Dolores
Not sure which Creation Coaching Session is for you; schedule a 30 minute
consultation with Dolores today
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